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ABSTRACT. A survey of ice-front changes since 1910-13 shows that the Koettlitz
Ice Tongue, located along the western shore of Mcylurdo Sound, Antarctica, has
undergone significant retreat during the past 80 years. The ice front in 19]0-13 was
located 5 km in front of the Dailey Is]ands. Today, only two of the six Dailey Islands
remain connected to the Koettlitz Ice Tongue. The most recent break-out of ice is
believed to have occurred in ]979 or ]980, ~esulting in an estimated loss of 80 km2 of
ice. Based on the current position of the ice front, it is estimated that a minimum of
300 km2 of ice has calved off the Koettlitz Ice Tongue during the 80 year period that
has elapsed since the ice front was first mapped in ]9] 0-] 3.

Fig. 1. Afap oj the lvlcA1urdo Sound area showing the
location oj Koettlit;: Glacier and its floating shelf-like
tongue. Approximate position oj the ice Jront as mapped
during the British Antarctic Terra J1fova Expedition,
1910-13, is also indicated.

"Koettlitz Glacier Tongue" made during Scott's British
Antarctic Terra Nova Expedition, 1910-13 (Debenham,
1948) indicate that it extended 5-6km north of the six
Dailey Islands as shown in Figure 1. At that time, the
Dailey Islands would appear to have served as anchor
points for stabilizing the position of the ice front which
extended in a southwesterly direction from the Daily

INTRODUCTION

The floating shelf-like tongue of Koettlitz Glacier, located
along the western shore of l\ldvlurdo Sound, has
attracted considerable scientific attention since the days
of Scott's expeditions, mainly on account of the fish and
marine invertebrates found on its ablating surface
(Debenham, ]920, 1948, ]96]; Swithinbank and others,
]961; Gow and others, ]965). A mechanism of combined
basal adfreezing and surface ablation to explain the origin
of this unique collection of marine fauna was first
hypothesized by Debenham (] 920) and subsequently
confirmed by the work of Gow and Epstein (1972).
Unfortunately, the great bulk of this unique deposit was
lost during a major break-out of the ice from the
immediate vicinity of the Dailey Islands. This break-
out, believed to have occurred in ]979 or ]980 (but not
actually observed), resulted in the loss of approximately
80 km2 of ice. At the time this discovery of such an
extensive calving of ice was first reported by Gow and
others (] 98]), only the two easternmost of the six Dailey
Islands remained connected to the Koettlitz Ice Tongue.
Faunal remains are now restricted to this piece of ice;
from the tenuous nature of this connection, it appeared
that the ice was fated for imminent detachment from the
two islands. However, subsequent growth of thick multi-
year ice in the embayment created by the ]979 or 1980
break-out appears to have stabilized the part of the ice
tongue that still remains connected to the two eastern-
most Dailey Islands as of ]992.

The purpose of this paper is to report evidence of
retreat of the Koettlitz Ice Tongue obtained during the
past 80 years.

OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION

Observations of the position of the ice front of the
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Fig. 2. "lrea oj detail oj Koettlitz Glacier and tongue as
indicated in hj!,ure 1. Shown are the locations oj the six
Dailq Islands and the approximate positions ~f the ice
jiont.> as ohsl'rl;edfiom 1.910-13 to 1992. [he apfJroximate
position of the boundal)' betuxen the Koetllit.c Ice Tongue
and the lVfcAlurdo Ice Shdfis indicated by the line of open
circles.

Islands to the immediate vicinity of Cape Chocolate (see
area of detail, Fig. 2) on the western shore of ~'feIvlurdo
Sound. Sped en and Brown (1962), utilizing the Terra
Nova Expedition map, also indicated the position of the
ice frotH as of 1947 (see Fig. 2). The source of data on
which this positioning of the ice fron t is based is not given.
There appears to be no change in ice-edge position in the
immediate vicinity of the Dailey Islands. However, east
of the Dailey Islands a substantial lenticular-shaped
break-out of ice is shown where the Koettlitz Ice Tongue
merges with the ~lcMurdo lee Shelf.

Fig. 3. Aerial photograPhs s!lOwin,f!,1.910-13 and 1.956
ice:front positions relatiue to the three westernmost Dail~)'
Islands. PhotograPh, looking north into AleAlurdo Sound,
was taken in December 1.956 b] the U.S. XazJ' ([JiA
336) for the U.S. Geologiral Sun'~v.

while one of the authors IAJ.G.) was conducting field
studies of the Koettlitz Icc Tongue in 1964, he obserwd
that the westernmost of the Dailey Islands was no longer
connected to the ice fi:ont. This detachment, the first
indication of actual retreat of the icc edge from the Dailev
Islands, must have occurred after 1959 but before 1964.

The next source of information on the disposition of
the Koelliitz ice edge came via the first Earth Resources
Technology Satcllite (ERTS) that was launched into a
near-polar orbit on 23 July 1972. Examination of a 13
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Photography flown by the u.s. Navy during the
International Geophysical Year Program in Antarctica
shows significant retreat of the Koettlitz Glacier Icc Front
since Scott's time. A 6 December 1956 aerial photograph,
showing retreat back to the Dailey Islands is reproduced in
Figure 3. Only the three westernmost islands are featured
in this particular photograph but adjacem photographs
show that the ice front was still connected to all six Dailey
Islands at this time. Additional photography flown by the
C.S. Navy in 1959 shows major calving o[the ice edge, not
only in the vicinity of the westernmost of the Dailey Islands
which now retained only a very tenuous connection with
the ice front (Fig. 4) but also along its \vestern edge and
several kilometers south of Cape Chocolate. Much of this
calving likely occurred before 1956, but we do not possess
C.S. Navy photographs taken south and west of the Dailey
I slands to verify this situation.

The C.S. Geological Survey Ross Island 1 :250000
Reconnaissance Map published in 1965 shows all six
Dailey Islands still connected to the Koettlitz lee Tongue.
The ice front is undated but its positioning, especially in
the vicinity of the Dailey Islands, conforms closely with
the U.S. :'-Javy 1956 aerial photograph, but it is at
variance with the 1959 aerial photograph. Furthermore,

Fig. 4. Aerial photograph oj the six Dailq Islands (llld
the Koettlitz Glacier TOllgue shOl.ving f}ositions ~f ice
fronts in 1.910-13 and 1.95.9. Photograph taken ill 1.95.9 ~)'
the U.S. Aavy (TA4A 1278) Jor the U.S. Geologiwl
Surl'~V. The cross-like pattern of lilies indicates positions of
suru~)' lines alollg whieh ice-j7olf' uelocities (5-10 III a- I )

were measured during the period 1.964-66.
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Fi,!;. 5. 13 Jalllwl)' 1973 ERTS photograph ,Vo.81124194335 uJ the Md1urdo Soulld region sllOu,ing applOxirnate
jJOsitiolls0/1910-13 and 1.973 ice/ionts in the immediate l'icinity and south of the Dail!!.)!islands.

Januarv 197:) ERTS photograph of the '\leMurdo Sound
area I,Fig. 5) shows further retreat of the ice front: the
second westernmost of the Dailey Islands had now
becomf' disconnected and additional loss of ice fj'om the
\\Tstern edge had also occurred. Swithinbank (1973),

reporting on his own examina tion of the same ER TS
picture, estimated that a retreat of up to 3 km had
occurred in the vicinity of the Dailey Islands, based on a
comparison with the icc edge shown on the 1965 USGS
reconnaissance map of the area.

Fl:£..6. Aerial jJ1lOtograjihtakl'll in November 1980 of the Koelliitz lee Tongue showing the positions oj the 1910-13 and
1980 iceji-unts in the immediate vicinifV and south uJ the Dailq islands.
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Fig. 7. Aerial photograph taken in JVovember 1980 showing the ice edge looking east oj the two easternmost Dailq Islands
towards /'vi ount Erebus (top left) and Hut Point Peninsula (middle right).

Gow and others (1981), while carrying out investig-
ations of sea ice in Mcl\ilurdo Sound in November 1980,
reponed a very substantial calving of the ice tongue
rearwards of the Dailey Islands. The line of the break-out
is indicated in Figure 2 and aerial photographs featuring
different aspects of this break-out are shown in Figures 6,
7 and 8. At that time, only the two easternmost Dailey
Islands still remained connected to the Koettlitz Icc
Tongue. Faunal remains are restricted to this piece of ice
which, from the tenuous nature of its connections to the
two islands, seemed destined for imminent break-out.
However, subsequent growth of thick multi-year ice
appears to have stabilized this piece of ice and as of
1992 it still remains attached to the two easternmost

Dailey Islands. The position of the ice front also appears
to have remained substantially unchanged since 1980.
From flow rates reported by Gow (1967), of the order j-

10m a-1, the ice front has not likely advanced more than
100m since 1980. This last major break-out of ice from
the Kocttlitz Ice Tongue must have occurred between
1973 and 1980, most probably after 1977 when a visit to
the Koettlitz lee Tongue by one of the authors (A.].G.)
revealed no significant change in ice-front position from
that of 1973. The precise reason for the most recent break-
out is not known; it was most likely triggered by a major
storm event. The change in the position of the ice front
observed in 1980 may be related to the 1979 break-out of
thick multi-year sea ice along the western shore of

Fig. 8. Aerial photograph taken in .November 1980 showing the ice edge looking south and to the rear oj the easternmost
Dailq Islands. Broam Peninsula is at the top lejt of the photograph. Koettlitz Glacier is located at the top right.
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:\fc 1\lurdo Sound as reported by Leventer and Dunbar
1988) or, it may have coincided with a major break-out

of the Mc:\clurdo Ice Shdf during the period 6 February-
22 March 1980 (l'dorey and Kovacs, 1981). According to
:\Iorey and Kovacs, this break-out resulted in the loss of
1.6 km of ice from the front of the yleylurdo lee Shelf.
Based on a comparison of the current position of the ice
front and that mapped in ]9]0-]3, it is estimated that
approximately 300 km2 of ice has been lost from the
Koettlitz Ice Tongue during the last 80 years.

CONCLUSIONS

The Koettlitz Ice Tongue, McJ\furdo Sound, Antarctica,
has undergone significant retreat since it was first mapped
during Scott's 19]()-]3 British Antarctic Terra Nova
Expedition. At that time, the ice front extended 5-6 km
north of the Dailey Islands. Utilizing a combination of
aerial photographs, satellite pictures and visual obser-
v'ations, it has proven possible to reconstruct the record of
ice-edge retreat for the past 80 years. Following the last
major break-out, believed to have occurred during 1979 or
]980 but not actually observed first-hand, the position of the
ice edge appears to have stabilized. Originally connected to
all six islands of the Dailey Islands group, the ice tongue
now retains connection with only the two_ easternmost
islands. Loss of ice from the Koettlitz Icc Tongue over the
last 80 years is estimated to exceed 300 km2

.
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The accuraq oj references in the text and in this list is the
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